
Why  e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR 

is a miracle to you?

 Why do you pray to GOD?

 Certainly for the salvation of your soul!

 Assuming in the absence of this Prayer (for your recital in 

prayer), how could you salvage your own soul?

  is is a miracle to you. Verily it is a miracle.  is is a 

miracle for you and not me. 
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How did Xian Sheng attain 

 e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR?

 Some asked: “Xian Sheng since you are unlettered in 

Chinese language, how could you attain  e Prayer? 

 Since you are unlettered in Chinese language, how do you 

recollect  e Prayer therea er?”

 “天公天地，日月球星，金木水火土，

一世世上好，全部天公造，

天公圣灵，人仙都是好得爱，

天公圣灵，人仙都是好得爱” 

(Below explanation of  e Prayer is not meant for recital) 

“GOD  e CREATOR of heaven and hell, 

the universe, the elements, all and more than that, 

in GOD’s time, all and more than that must be good, 

all and more than that are GOD’s creation, 

if we love GOD and the Holy Spirit, 

we know GOD and the Holy Spirit will love us”

 In 1976 October 04, in the morning (03:30) I encountered 

a huge slab wall in white appeared before my sight.  is incident 

took place in my meditation where I witnessed each Chinese 

character gradually appeared into visibility before my eyes.
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 In my early stage of preaching, I referred to The 

CREATOR as “GOD”. Since October 04 the terminology 

“TIANGONG” appeared to me in  e Prayer, I ceased using 

“GOD” since then.

 But “TIANGONG” or “GOD” both referred to as ONE 

CREATOR. It is in this meditation I was revealed to  e Prayer 

and asked:

“GOD, what is this? 

I cannot understand all this in Chinese, 

I cannot understand what is this, 

I cannot understand ............” 

A sudden voice explained in Cantonese: 

“你慢慢就会知道的啦！慢慢就会知道。” 

(Gradually you will understand)

  ere is no one in the surrounding, only a voice pro-

nounced to me. (Refer to 22nd Anniversary 1998)

 I remember vividly each and every character in  e Prayer 

a er awakened from my meditation.  is is how I obtained  e 

Prayer.
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How did Xian Sheng dictate this Prayer in writing?

 A er I received this Prayer, I sought helps from seven 

individuals instead of just one to help me to put  e Prayer in 

writing. I recited it, they wrote it down, and then I compared 

the characters like matching lottery (numbers gaming). At  rst, 

there were several diff erent characters, such as the“圣灵”(Holy 

Spirit), and the word“造”(create).  ere is also a person who 

wrote“天公”as“天官”, a person from Kepong who wrote 

down as“天官”. Recently, when I went to Kepong, I also went 

to look for him.  e man was known as Ah Xiang , who was 

the then bus ticket inspector, but he had passed away two years 

ago. He was one of the seven friends who assist in rewrite this 

Prayer.  e result from comparing several versions, the authentic 

version was identi  ed at last.  e Prayer was  nally proven to be 

real (as per Xian Sheng’s recollection).  Hence, we must refrain from 

subjecting  e Prayer to prank.

 e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR - Miracles

  is Prayer was not only revealed to me. Once, there was 

a lady named Sis Ah Pong Sou , her son-in-law (a non 

BAITIANGONG follower) had encountered a miracle during his 

visit to Sis Ah Pong Sou. Her son-in-law, was a total stranger and 

had no knowledge of  e Prayer or any religious prayer. While he 

fell asleep in the living hall, he heard a voice reciting  e Prayer 



into his mind. After a while, he woke up and recount to his 

mother-in-law that he heard a prayer read to him repeatedly, that 

is; 天公天地 (GOD  e CREATOR of heaven and hell).

 To her surprise, she said that this is  e Prayer to pray to 

 e CREATOR and asked how he knows about it.

 He replied that while he was asleep, there was a voice 

constantly reciting  e Prayer into his mind and that is how it 

was retained in his mind, and that was how  e Prayer revealed 

to him. 

  is miracle was in place timely to corroborate my ex-

perience in  e Prayer revelation. Why? Assuming the miracle is 

never in place, some people may have the excuse to raise doubt 

or doubtful toward the authenticity of  e Prayer revealed to me. 

One may claim the revelation was just a story fabricated by me or 

secretly I had learnt the Chinese beforehand. 

 Hence, such occurrence of recital miracle to a stranger 

has its rationale to corroborate the truthfulness in the revelation 

narrated by me.
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 e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR - Account of occurrences

 In another occasion some unscrupulous followers 

disparaged  e Prayer by altering the characters in  e Prayer 

and shared with others for recital in meditation, but they went 

hysteric in the meditation as a result from reciting the distorted 

version of  e Prayer. Who remember that incident? Who know? 

Raise your hand, only two or three followers could remember? 

 ose deviants caught with hysteria. I was meditating in Singa-

pore. I ordered Sis Lam  to wake them up from meditation. 

For a while the deviant group were partially regained their con-

science but again fallback to hysteric state. Why? Sis Lam herself 

was not a devoted believer in BAITIANGONG. Hence, her ability 

to restore order is questionable. 

 Upon my return on the next day, I learned that the deviant 

group had mischievously distorted  e Prayer.  e  rst line “

天公天地”, had been removed deliberately, “天娘” or “天

母”, set in to substitute.  e same goes to second line “日月球

星” of which had been replaced with“星球月日”.  is distorted 

version was recited in the meditation and also in urn installation 

ceremony with charges imposed.  

 As a matter of practice we do help followers in urn instal-

lation but without charges. We never impose any charges. But this 

deviant group collect fee for urn installation service and worst of 

all misled their followers into astray.
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Do not make prank out of  e Prayer

 Do not jest with  e Prayer.  e occurrence is real ex-

perience.  erefore, it is important for BAITIANGONG to re-

ceive the revelation of  e Prayer on October 04.  is is not 

the “TIANGONG Prayer”. I want you to remember that this is a 

Prayer for all human to pray to  e CREATOR.

  is is a Prayer for you to pray to  e CREATOR, not the 

“TIANGONG Prayer”. I do not know who actually started to write 

the word “TIANGONG Prayer”, but it is not “TIANGONG Prayer”, 

there is no such term as “TIANGONG Prayer”. It is a Prayer for all 

to pray to  e CREATOR, not the “TIANGONG Prayer”.

 e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR – Revelations in dream

 It seems that Ah Tat Zai(Woo Kwai Moon)’s wife (Chan 

Saw Wan) recently recount that she dreamed of her father who 

had passed away. In that dream, there was a man who recites a 

similar Prayer but contain characters of more than 45. Despite the 

extra characters, the underlying meaning of  e Prayer is exact 

similar.  e length of The Prayer in dream may owe to its an-

cient characteristic nature, which is comprises of more charac-

ters than our Prayer. Intrinsically, these two versions of Prayer are 

essentially one.
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 e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR is ONE and the ONLY

 In BAITIANGONG we have ONLY ONE Prayer to pray 

to The CREATOR given to BAITIANGONG. No imitation or 

parody allowed. We recite  e Prayer on daily basis, obsequies, 

marriage and other occasions.  ere are no other prayers in BAI-

TIANGONG. Do not be smugly conceited in inventing prayers 

like the Christians do. Originally, Lord’s Prayer was the only 

prayer. Today, look at the countless Christian publications consist-

ing of all  ctional prayers.

 We (BAITIANGONG) only have ONE Prayer to pray to 

 e CREATOR, and this Prayer is the only recognized version to 

pray to TIANGONG, please remember so especially to those 

who intend to fabricate or reproduce.

Before  e Prayer Revelation, 

how do we pray to  e CREATOR?

 Prior to the revelation, I o en recite Lord’s Prayer (Chris-

tian Holy Prayer) and Al-Fatihah (Islamic Holy Prayer) in conduct-

ing meditation sessions. Back then, most followers were alien to 

both Holy Prayers and not viable to expect them to recite any of 

these prayers? 

 For those who are total stranger to Islamic and Christian 

prayer, how do I teach them to kneel to pray to  e CREATOR 

with Al-Fatihah and Lord’s Prayer? Back then we addressed  e 



CREATOR as “GOD”. A  ashback, do you remember?

 To many, the common misconception is to regard GOD 

as the ancient Jade Emperor. I took a step further to examine the 

origin of the Jade Emperor. Later, I came across a historical book 

of which recorded the history of Jade Emperor, a fabricated godly 

 gure invented during the Song Dynasty (refer to 23rd Anniversary 

1999) in which I have lineage traced to Song Dynasty.  ere is no 

such God as Jade Emperor, it is purely a concoction to deceive and 

delude the masses.

 e underlying trait in  e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR

consists of precept: 

 

“We live to go through an examination in life 

and we die to live”

 So, today you have a Prayer, you have to respect and wise-

ly apply this Prayer. Why? Let’s examine this Prayer, 天公天地, 

TIANGONG created Heaven and Hell and not Heaven and Earth. 

But in Holy Bible, it dictates GOD created Heaven and Earth and 

no mention about Hell at all. 

 In fact, it is Heaven and Hell, the universe, the elements, 

all and more than that, in GOD’s time, all and more than that 

must be good, all and more than that are GOD’s creation, if we 

love GOD and the Holy Spirit, we know GOD and the Holy Spirit 

will love us. Implicitly, this Prayer signi  es you that we live to go 

through an examination in life and we die to live (forever).
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 In GOD’s time, all and more than that must be good, 

all and more than that are GOD’s creation. A er the creation of 

Heaven and Hell, we live (on earth) to go through an examination 

in life and we die to live (forever).  e content of this Prayer in-

dicated so. Isn’t it? Let’s meditate about it. If it is right explanation, 

then “we live to go through an examination in life and we die to 

live (forever)”, what is “live (forever)”? Let us asked ourselves what 

“live (forever)” is all about? “Live (forever)” in this context refers to 

immortality, where soul is a reality within.

 As for our physical body, is so fragile. (Xian Sheng refers 

to his sprained arm while riding motorcycle as example) whilst 

some may just going well today but lost limbs in car accident 

therea er. On the other hand, soul is always in perfect structure 

and will never susceptible to break nor vulnerable to injury. We live 

to go through an examination in life and we die to live (forever). 

Presently, the soul and the body are mutually interlocked during life 

examination. Sooner our soul will leave our body for immortal life.

All related events and miracles pertaining to Revelation of 

 e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR must be recorded.

 If you want to write about this Prayer, it is not easy to 

publish a book in this particular year.

 You have to gather information from Sis Ah Pong 

Sou (  at A101 Jalan Pekeliling), Ring Road (Jalan Gelang) 

as well as critique from Christian toward our Prayer (Refer to 



In Defence of BAITIANGONG - An Inquiry year 1986) and 

complete elaboration of the meaning including the surrounding 

miracles that correspond in conformity with  e Prayer.

 e Prayer to pray to  e CREATOR 

has been in existence prior to 4th October 1976

 Prior to the revelation, during my early ministry in June, 

July, August, September, and October 1976, these 5 months you 

have no Prayer of your own in place. However, at that particular 

time, I still allowed them to meditate while I recited Lord’s Prayer 

(in my prayer). While in the state of meditation, I allowed them to 

witness spiritual dimensions of heaven and hell. 

 Which prayer has been referred to? I used to recite the 

Lord’s Prayer and Al-Fatihah, but unfortunately it was not aptly 

applicable to all followers in the early stage.

 Nonetheless, BAITIANGONG must have a Prayer. For 

that,  e Prayer was revealed to me. So, does this Prayer have 

been in existence? Yes. This Prayer is in existence since time 

immemorial.
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